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Commencement Exercises 
1988 
Marshall University 
cOffiffien�einent Exercises 
Marshall University � Saturday, May 14, 1988 at 11:00 in the Huntington Civic Center
Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in this program is ten­tative and is based upon the anticipated successful com­pletion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1987-88. This document should not be taken as an offi­cial record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome 
Marshall University welcomes those attending 
the 151st Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession 
Faculty Marshals 
Candidates for Bachelor Degree 
Candidates for Associate Degree 
Candidates for Master Degree 
Candidates for Medical Degree 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor David R. Woodward 
Assistant Chief Marshal: 
Professor Dorothy R. Johnson 
Prof. Ramchandra G. Akkihal 
Prof. Kenneth Ambrose 
Prof. Robert M. Babb 
Prof. Elaine Baker 
Prof. Richard Bonnett 
Prof. Mahlon Brown 
Prof. Dean Adkins 
Prof. Howard Adkins 
Prof. Neal Adkins 
Prof. Allen Arbogast 
Prof. Dan K. Evans 
Prof. Mack Gillenwater 
Prof. Charles F. Gruber 
Prof. Kenneth Guyer 
Prof. Olive Hager 
Prof. Betty Jarrell 
Prof. Bowie Kahle 
Prof. Nedra Lowe 
Prof. Michael Moore 
Chief Usher: 
Professor Ernest W. Cole 
Assistant Chief Usher: 
Professor Charles Webb 
Prof. Ralph Hall 
Prof. Carl Johnson 
Prof. Bosworth Johnson 
Prof. Richard Jones 
Prof. Nicholas Kontos 
Prof. Michael Little 
Prof. Philip Modlin 
Prof. Elaine Novak 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. William Sullivan 
Prof. Wayne Taylor 
Prof. Nancy Terhar-Bertram 
Prof. Laura Wilson 
Prof. William Radig 
Prof. Jim Rogers 
Prof. John E. Smith 
Prof. Harry Sowards 
Prof. Charles Stephens 
The 151 st Commencement Program President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Wind Symphony 
Professor Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional , Ceremonial Marches Invocation ................................ Reverend R. F. Smith 
Senior Minister, Fifth Avenue Baptist Church Introduction of Guests "Perspective on the Future" 
Kimberly Joy Bandy, B.A., College of Liberal Arts 
John David Brant, B.B.A., College of Business 
Michael Kenneth Hurst, M.D., School of Medicine Introduction of the Commencement Speaker Commencement Address ......... The Honorable George McGovern 
Former United States Senator, South Dakota Conferring of Academic Degrees 
The President of the University Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees 
College of Education presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Alan B. Gould, Dean 
College of Business presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
College of Science presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean 
School of Nursing presented by Giovanna Morton, Dean 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Carol A. Smith, 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Community College presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean Candidates for the Master's Degree 
Graduate School presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree 
School of Medicine presented by Lester J. Bryant, Dean 
Recognition of the Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degrees Candidates presented by ....................... Carol A. Smith Vice President for Academic Affairs Nelson Slade Bond, Doctor of Literature Paul Donald Butcher, Doctor of Humane Letters Roberta Shinn Emerson, Doctor of Humane Letters George Stanley McGovern, Doctor of Laws Greetings .................................. David H. Daugherty President, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Remarks "Alma Mater" ........................... C.E. and James Haworth Professor Emeritus Leo V. lmperi Benediction Recessional , Ceremonial Marches Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. Alma Mater May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated until the class has recessed. 

The Grand Mace 
The Grand Mace (opposite), a symbol of authority and leader­
ship, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the faculty at all formal 
University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these 
functions. The Mace is made from a limb that fell from the Old 
Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the University Campus. The 
top of the Mace consists of a gold plated bronze casting that fea­
tures on one side the Seal of Marshall University and on the other 
the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These are surrounded 
by a laurel of beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by 
a torch symbolic of academic excellence. Immediately below the 
top casting is a four-sided section that contains carved symbols 
significant in the history of the University--The Towers of Old 
Main, Memorial Fountain, the Seal of Marshall College, and a 
buffalo, official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. The 
area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small 
clusters of beech nuts and leaves. The center portion of the Mace 
is carved in double wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in 
size. The base of the Mace is protected by a gold plated bronze 
casting of beach leaf clusters. The entire Mace weighs about 25 
pounds and is 66 inches from the top of the torch to the base. The President's Medallion 
The President's Medallion or Badge of Office of the Presidency 
of Marshall University (at right) consists of a relief carving of the 
Seal of the University featuring the bust of Chief Justice John 
Marshall. It is suspended from the President's neck with a kelly 
green and white ribbon, the official colors of the institution. The 
Medallion is worn by the President when he is participating in 
formal University affairs. The reverse side of the Medallion is 
inscribed with the names of the previous Presidents of the 
institution. 
Both The Grand Mace and The President's Medallion were 
created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate 
of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor 
as well as an art teacher in the public schools. 
Nelson Slade Bond 
NELSON SLADE BOND 
A prolific writer, Nelson Bond is the author of seven books, three plays, 
six motion pictures, several company histories, more than 500 stories 
and articles in national magazines, more than 300 network radio plays 
and more than 50 network television plays. He was the author of the 
first full-length play ever produced on a television network - at a time 
when the network consisted of only three cities. 
Born November 23, 1908, Bond spent his childhood living in Toronto, 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, Plattsburgh, New York, Washington, D.C. and 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He attended Marshall University from 1931 
to 1934. He and his wife, the former Betty Gough Folsom, have lived 
in Roanoke, Virginia since 1939 and are the parents of two sons. They 
also have four grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. 
Following his long, successful career as a free-lance writer, Bond 
"retired" in the 1960s, but soon became involved full-time with another 
of his interests - antiquarian books dealer. Even in this new career, his 
writing talents found an appreciative audience. His book catalogs, inter­
spersed with quips, verses and humorous observations, made the cata­
logs themselves collectors' items. 
Bond has been elected to membership in the Antiquarian Booksellers 
Association of America (ABAA), a society limited to proven and 
respected experts in the field. 
Nelson Bond credits much of his success to the tutelage he received 
from the late W. Page Pitt at Marshall University and to his association 
with what he termed "the most talented group of writers-to-be ever to 
grace a college campus." He has demonstrated repeatedly that he deserves 
to be ranked very high among that group. PAUL DONALD BUTCHER 
A native oflundale, West Virginia, Rear Admiral (Upper Level) Paul 
Donald Butcher assumed duties in September 1987 as deputy commander 
in chief and chief of staff of the United States Navy's Atlantic Fleet, 
an assignment calling for vice admiral (three-star) rank. 
Butcher has made his reputation as a sea-going naval officer, includ­
ing command in combat and as admiral in command of the Western 
Pacific Surface Group. As a combat commander, he has been decorated 
for valor under fire. He also has served six tours of duty in the Pentagon 
and is known as a professional in the national political-military process 
who has had a major role in developing policy and handling sensitive 
issues over the past quarter-century. 
He is perhaps best known for his significant role in bringing about 
the assignment of female personnel to the Navy's sea-going ships, includ­
ing combat vessels. 
A graduate of Barboursville (West Virginia) High School, Butcher 
earned his Bachelor of Arts degree from Marshall University in 1953. 
He received both academic and extracurricular honors as a Marshall stu­
dent while working at the same time as a newspaper reporter for the 
Huntington Herald-Dispatch. 
He has been married to the former Phyllis Christian of Huntington, 
also a Marshall graduate, for the past 34 years and they are the parents 
of three children. 
Dedication, courage and initiative have earned great respect for 
Admiral Butcher and, in tum, his alma mater. 
Paul Donald Butcher 
ROBERT A SHINN EMERSON Roberta S. Emerson, who recently retired after serving as director of the Huntington Museum of Art (formerly Huntington Galleries) from 1971 through 1987, has been recognized for building the museum and making it a major force in the region's cultural milieu. During her tenure, the Huntington Museum of Art has grown from five staff members to 30 and its annual budget has increased from $125,000 to $1.2 million. Membership has increased nearly 2,500 and annual contributions have risen from $61,000 to $235,000. Mrs. Dorothy Polan, a long-time member of the museum's board of directors, noted recently, "When she (Mrs. Emerson) stepped in, we were a small, unknown museum with a very fine facility. She's not only seen the expansion of the facility, but of our aspirations." Born February 15, 1922 in Indianapolis, Indiana, Mrs. Emerson is the wife of a Huntington attorney and the mother of three grown children. She studied at Northwestern University, the University of Chicago, the Art Institute of Chicago and, in 1965, received her A.B. degree from Marshall University where she also has served as an instructor of art appreciation and the history of European painting. Roberta Shinn Emerson Mrs. Emerson has been extremely active in a wide range of organiza­tions devoted to promotion of the arts and has been honored with mem­bership in the Huntington Hall of Fame and as the Huntington Heral.cl-Dispatch "Citizen of the Year" and the Charleston Gazette-Mail "West Virginian of the Year" for 1987. Through her life and career, Mrs. Emerson has had a profound effect on cultural life throughout West Virginia and the Tri-State Region. GEORGE STANLEY McGOVERN George McGovern was born and reared in South Dakota, the son of a Methodist minister. He received his B.A. degree from Dakota Wesleyan University and his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Northwestern University, majoring in history. He served as B-24 bomber pilot in World War II winning the Distin­guished Flying Cross. Elected to the U.S. House of Representatives in 1956 and 1958, McGovern was appointed by President John F. Kennedy as Director of Food for Peace. He was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1962 and re-elected in 1968 and 197 4. During his 18-year Senate career he became a leader of the movement to end the war in Vietnam and led the effort to forge a national nutrition policy for the United States. He won the Democratic nomination for the Presidency in 1972 and was defeated in the general election by Richard Nixon. He was appointed as a delegate to the United Nations by both Presi­dents Ford and Carter. McGovern and his wife, Eleanor, have four daughters and one son. They now reside in Washington, D.C. Since leaving the U.S. Senate in 1981, McGovern has served 3S a guest professor at Northwestern University, The University of New Orleans, Duke University, American University, The University of Penn­sylvania, and the University of Munich, West Germany. He was the first occupant of the John Deaver Drinko and Elizabeth G. Drinko Distinguished Chair in Liberal Arts at Marshall Universityin the fall of 1987. George Stanley McGovern 
Profile of Marshall University 
Marshall College had a problem with 
its students: 
"The most decided objection we have 
to find to any considerable number (of 
the students) is the tendency to study too 
long hours, a tendency we are trying to 
correct ... " 
The quotation comes from the 1909-10 
Marshall College Catalog and one 
historian has attributed it to President 
Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added 
his own wry comment: "President Cor­
bly and his successors evidently met with 
considerable success in correcting this 
tendency.'' 
The problem of overzealous students 
may have been exaggerated. In any 
event, Marshall has had more serious 
problems in an often-turbulent history 
extending back to 1837--some 26 years 
before the state of West Virginia was 
born. 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspec­
tive, the academic melodrama started in 
1837 when the good citizens of Guyan­
dotte and the farming country to the 
west--now the city of Huntington-­
decided they needed an annual school 
to provide for the education of their 
youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the 
home of John Laidley, who assumed 
leadership of the project and named the 
new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John 
Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new 
school on a knoll known as "Maple 
Grove, " site of a small log building called 
Mount Hebron Church. The structure 
also had served for some time as a sub­
scription school for the area, open but 
three months each year. 
It remained a subscription school that 
summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It 
wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holderby 
the one and one-fourth acre lot contain­
ing their log "academy." The price: $40. 
That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide 
and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. 
It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was con­
ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as 
principal for a salary of $500. 
In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Con­
ference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
The coming of the Civil War nearly 
spelled the end of the young college. 
Lack of financial support, accumulated 
debts, court action and the war itself 
forced the school to close its doors in 
1861. The property was sold at public 
auction. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land 
and building for $1,500 for her father, 
John W. Hite. He was a Confederate 
sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few 
years, Hite and his family lived in the 
college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small 
school, probably a subscription school, 
was maintained at the college--fulfilling 
a provision in the original deed from 
James Holderby which specified it was 
to be used " ... for the express purpose 
of an Academy (sic) and for no other 
use." The building also was used as a 
hospital during part of the conflict. 
In the fall of 1866, the Southern 
Methodists made an attempt to regain 
control of the property, but were unable 
to raise enough money. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Vir­
ginia had recognized the need for an 
institution to train teachers to serve the 
state's public schools. After many 
months of wrangling over location, the 
Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted 
approval of a bill establishing a "state 
normal school " to be located at Marshall 
College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized addi­tions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. During that period, the regents pur­chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In Septem­ber, 1868, they obtained 13 and three­quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order" ... that there might be ample room around the build­ings, and that the Steward of the Col­lege might be able to provide material for his table ... " In 1868, Marshall needed land for farming. A hundred years later, the prob­lem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no appropriation for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not adequate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually increased its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's fortunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were com­pleted in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus news­paper, The Parthenon, was published in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "prin­cipal" to "president" and raised his sal­ary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the fresh­man and sophomore years in college. In 1914, President Corbly recommended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name -- a degree-conferring institution.'' But when Corbly retired in 1915, Mar­shall was still a thriving junior college. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in edu­cation. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1987 Marshall had an enrollment exceeding 12,000, a full-time faculty of about 400 and more than 100 part-time instructors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine colleges and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Fine Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community College, and School of Nursing. 
�------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ---- --
·Academic HeraldryThe custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with vel­vet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that comprise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities ......................... White Business and Accountancy ..................... Drab Economics ................................. Copper Education ............................... Light Blue Engineering ................................ Orange Home Economics ........................... Maroon Journalism ................................ Crimson Library Science ............................. Lemon Medicine ................................... Green Music ....................................... Pink Nursing ................................... Apricot Philosophy .............................. Dark Blue Physical Education ...................... Sage Green Science ............................. Golden Yellow Social Science .............................. Cream Theology .................................. Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
Class of 1988 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn with 
their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles 
and Tassels and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold 
Stoles and Tassels. 
Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. 
Paul Dennis Boulay 
J. Michael Brotzge
Roger Harold Brumfield
Connie L. Cisar
Michelle Ann Cogar
Benjamin Bernard Cyrus, Jr.
Samuel Christopher D' Arco
Teresa Lynn Deppner
Francine Dingess Ferrell
Debra Kaye Fogus
Jane Lynn Freeman
Nicola Ann Graham
John David Justice
Jay Robert Layne
Donald David May
Karen A. Neff
Jennifer Ann Orndorff
Beth Ann Payne
Karen Rhea Peterson
Catherine Annette Rollyson
Brenda Gale Powers Stevenson
Brian H. Victor
Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over­
all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. 
Kathryn Beth Adkins 
Danita Sue Alt 
Christopher Gerard Anton 
Sherry Anita Hayes Asbury 
Katherine Marie Baehl 
Angela Allison Barnes 
Elizabeth Ann Bennett 
Teresa Lynn Bolt 
John David Brant, Jr. 
Clayton Todd Brooks 
Linda B. Bruestle 
Kenneth James Byrne 
Lori Ann Caldwell 
Jamie Jo Catron 
Kimberly Dawn Chadwick 
Patricia Lynn Chafin 
Carla Renee Childers 
Betty Jane Muncy Crum 
Karen Estep Curran 
Michael Andrew D' Antoni 
Christopher Scott Dearing 
Angela Lynn DeCoy 
JoEll? Engel 
Amelia Maria Foster 
Alan Lee French 
Gregory Scott Fulford 
Anita Jo Galuszek 
Brian Scott Gibson 
Lisa J::'aige Gill 
Lisa L. Henson 
Dawn Machelle Holliday 
Charles Patrick Houdyschell 
Melissa Kay Huff 
Charles Thomas Humphrey 
Richard L. Hutchinson 
Richard Todd Jewell 
John Klingberg 
Rajiv lswaran Kumaraswamy 
Bradley Herman Layne 
Sarah Elizabeth Lovejoy 
Robert Lawrence Massie 
Rebecca Ann McClelland 
Sandra Kay Mitchell 
Donald Myers Mongold 
Tammy Sue Morgan 
Stella June Mortensen 
Karen N. Cartwright Nance 
Alex Wayne Parsons 
Melissa D. Prichard 
Barbara L. Raczok 
Timothy C. Robertson 
Andrew Goodman Roderick 
Donna K. Rohrbach 
Christine Cay Stoll Roseberry 
Mary Beth Ross 
Errol Todd Ryan 
Tracy Ann Salka 
Antoinette C. Selvaratnam 
Thomas William Shriver 
Brian Peter Smentkowski 
Patricia Lakin Smith 
Sharon Luree Staats 
Timothy Bret Tabor 
Virginia Lee Taylor 
Todd M. Thompson 
David William Trader 
Frances Ann T ygrett 
Tracy Lynn VIllars 
Karen Wilmoth 
Cum Laude 
These students have attained an 
over-all academic average of 
3.3 to 3.59. 
Carla Yvonne Adams 
Phyllis J. Argabrite 
Barbara Ann Hunt Baisden 
Kimberly Joy Bandy 
Lora Bartram 
Brenda May Blake Bates 
Verna Blair 
Michelle Marie Braud 
Sharon Lynn Bryant 
Kimberly Ann Burgess 
Danielle Sue Cannon 
Judy Ann Canterbury 
John Milton Carl, III 
Brian Alan Carr 
Richard Keith Cavender 
Marsha Gail Coates Chandler 
Cheryl Sue Craddock Childers 
Nikki Lynn Clatos 
Theresa Louise Clay 
Lewis Gray Cochran 
Gregory John Corbett 
Donna Lynn Cottrell 
Todd A. Crosson 
Jennifer Dawn Davis 
Mary Susan Davis 
Star Ann Groves Davis 
Karen Sue Doyle 
Patrick Lee Dunn 
Sherri Lynn Dunn 
Johnathan Scott Edwards 
June E. Ellcessor 
Leigh Ann Epperhart 
Jennifer Marie Evans 
Helen Patricia Farris 
Cathy Jo Fenney 
Steven David Flouhouse 
Julie Lynn Floyd 
Lori Ann Foley 
Michael Anthony Fritts 
John Edward Gillispie 
Raymond Allen Gillispie 
Lisa Renee Graley 
Lesa Lynn Hanlin 
Johnny Edwin Harris, Jr. 
Mark Howard Haverty 
Kimberly Dawn Hayslette 
Shawn S. Heck 
Suzanne Webb Henderson 
Sherry Lynne Hogan 
Mary Elizabeth Hutson 
Leanne Therese lmperi 
Amy Grace Johnson 
Priscilla June Keown 
Richard Vernon Knight 
Christopher Lee Knott 
Christopher T. Kostick 
Nancy Ellen Landrum 
Ana Marcela Maia 
Maria Collins Martin 
Thomas Sayre McChesney 
Diane Squier McDaniel 
Brian Scott Midkiff 
Rhonda Lynn Miller 
Barbara Jo Moran 
Eric A. Morgan 
Sandra Yvonne Miss Myers 
M. Irene Skeens Orrick
Cynthia L. Chafin Phillips
Rachel Elizabeth Pikarsky
Margaret Ruth Pippin
Andrew Bryan Raines
Charles Lewis Rice
Paula J. Sayres
Debbie Lynn Schofield
Alan Paul Scott
Rebecca Ann Sexton
Cynthia Jane Shafer
Teresa Marie Smith
William Bradley Smith
John Paul Stone
Phillip Anthony Storage
Lisa Marie Sutton
Jeffrey Norman Thaxton
Ella V. Thompson
Kevin Dale Thompson
Inez Gail Vance
Margaret Elise Wade 
Lisa Waller 
Eugenia Layne Webb 
Mary Jane Igou Willis 
Roberta Jean Wranitz 
Jonathan Thomas Young 
Pamela Dawn Scarberry Young 
Christopher David Zinn 
Paula Jo Zwick 
Associate Degree Candidates 
The Associate Degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles and Tassels worn 
with their caps and gowns. With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. 
Amy Jo Brannen 
Gino Anthony Brasile 
Regina W. Childers 
Gina Lynn Cummings 
Janet Marilyn Dudley 
Barbara Gayle Faulkner 
Sheri Lynn Hayton 
Lea Ann Midkiff Hunt 
Danny Edward Jenkins 
Kimberly Dawn Johnson 
Lori Ann Kilgore 
Ronald Dale Kyle 
Sharon Kay Greene Meadows 
Judith Alice Mounts 
Terri Lynn Hurlow Oldaker 
David Lynn Ritchey 
Bruce Arthur Sloan 
Gretchen Lujean Zabel 
With Honors 
These students have attained an over­
all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. 
Diana Lynn Adkins 
Betty Jane Ayers 
Marilyn Sue Belcher 
Anne Remick Black 
Susan Alison Brown 
Kenneth James Byrne 
Lisa Catherine Callebs 
Velma June Greene Childress 
Jody Lee Christian 
Valerie Dawn Cole 
Judy Conrad 
Andrea Renae Cook 
Mark Brian Cunningham 
Jeffrey H. Dean 
Sandra Hale Enoch 
Kevin Joe oreman 
Susan J. Ja k Heinz 
Diana Sue ensley 
David B. ess 
Wesley Al n Holland 
Donnie R Howell 
Randall ayne Hyre 
Gordon Alan Ingold 
Carol Susan James 
Darrell Ray Kincaid 
Claudia Michelle Kitchen 
Barbara Noffsinger Kosa 
Lisa Ann Lambert 
Gay Edward McCabe, Jr. 
Betty L. Siegle McCoy 
Craig Page Miller 
John C. Miller 
Karen Jean Mills 
Renea Domera Nelson 
Lesley Ann North 
Jack Alan Rooper 
Melissa Lee Roush 
Georgia Danielle Spence 
Rhonda Lynn Stollings 
Robert Larry Stump 
Joyce Ann Browning Surber 
Thomas Randall Watkins 
Heidi Jo Zelachowski 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 14, 1988: * Anastasia, Michael W, Regular Army, InfantryColebaugh, Joseph P, USAR, Branch Unassigned*Conley, James K, USAR, Branch UnassignedCopenhaver, Kevin C, USAR, Branch UnassignedDaniel, Ronald K, USAR, OrdnanceDent, Timothy M, USAR, Transportation CorpsEsque, Roland D, USAR, EngineersKerns, Tony E, USAR, Branch UnassignedLight, Chad P, USAR, Branch UnassignedMatthews, Frank E, III, USAR, Branch Unassigned*McKay, Owen E, IV, Regular Army, Field ArtilleryOwen, Robert L, USAR, Branch UnassignedPritt, William L, USAR, Branch Unassigned*Reed, Robert A, USAR, Branch Unassigned*Rodeheaver, Todd W, Regular Army, ArmorShockey, Shane E, USAR, Branch Unassigned*Simonton, David S, USAR, Branch UnassignedThompson, William L, USAR, Field ArtilleryThe following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army since May 1987: Bissett, William D, USAR, Military Police Blankenship, Bethel K, USAR, Transportation Corps Colon, Luz V, USAR, Branch Unassigned *Garipoli, Lorita M, Regular Army, Signal CorpsGrueser, David E, USAR, Branch UnassignedReger, Shawn C, USAR, InfantryRuth, Leo J, II, Regular Army, Air Defense* Designates Distinguished Military Student
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Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Carole A. Vickers, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Bachelor of Arts 
Carla Yvonne Adams 
Amy Lea Adkins 
Rebecca Ann Walk Adkins 
Brenda Sue Hensley Arrowood 
Julie Anne Hupp Barnett 
Lora Bartram 
Brenda May Blake Bates 
Debbie J. Belcher 
Jean Ann Bevans 
Clayton Todd Brooks 
Linda B. Bruestle 
Sharon Lynn Bryant 
Robert Matthew Burcham 
David Keith Burchette 
Rhonda Rae Burgess 
Rita Renea Burke 
Shawn Richard Cade 
Danielle Sue Cannon 
John Kevin Carte 
Michael Paul Cazin 
Marsha Gail Coates Chandler 
Terri Gaye Adkins Chapman 
Lorrie Lynn Chenoweth 
Carla Renee Childers 
Connie L. Cisar 
Theresa Louise Clay 
Jacqueline Kelle Cline 
Susan Candi Corey 
Betty Jane Muncy Crum 
Anne H. Cunningham 
Karen Estep Curran 
John Paul Dempsey 
Marsha Lee Dille 
Lowella Joan Varney Dillon 
Naomi Jewell Dixon 
Jami Lynne Dornon 
Tonnia Jean Brown Doty 
Martin Kent Douglas 
Laura Jeanne Elliott 
Janice Kay Ellis 
Lou Ann Meade Endicott 
Margaret Lucille Ferguson 
Francine Dingess Ferrell 
Ethan Allen Fields 
Holly Sue Ward Fisher 
Julie Lynn Floyd 
Alan Lee French 
Thomas Matthew Frost 
Tammy Jo Fullen 
Kelley L. Gabrys 
Dwana Gee Short Gauze 
Deborah Jean Gibson 
Joseph Richard Gibson, Jr. 
John Edward Gillispie 
Paul E. Graham 
Melissa Lynne Gray 
Joan Louise Green 
Debra Lee Hall 
Carmen Renae Hancock 
Lori Page Harding 
John Michael Harper 
Donna Marie Hatfield 
Lisa L. Henson 
Gillis Michele Holton 
Jennifer Gail Rutherford Jarrell 
Anne Holliday Johnson 
Darryl K. Johnson 
Sally Ann Johnson 
Donna Faye Stephens Kelley 
Mary Elizabeth Kinser 
Christopher Lee Knott 
Donna Marie Lee 
Lora Janell Legg 
Paula May Warren Lewis 
Stephen Scott Lowe 
Pamela A. Mackey 
Carol Annette McCloud 
Mary Amanda McClure 
Angela Jean McGuire 
Lisa Dawn McKinney 
Linda K. McKnight L. Scott Midkiff
Donald Myers Mongold
Barbara Jo Moran
Tammy Sue Morgan
Stella June Mortensen
James Brian Mosley
Sandra Yvonne Miss Myers Karen A. Neff Jeffrey Brian Null Regina Carol Osborne David Michael Penner Roberta Booth Ray Timothy C. Robertson Catherine Annette Rollyson Christine Cay Stoll Roseberry Carol Ann Rymasz Tracy Ann Salka Michael Lane Salmons Sandra Ann Saunders Cindy Diane Setliff Ellen Marlene Shoaf Thomas William Shriver Donna Gay Shy Kristi Renea Sias Kim Edward Skaggs Michelle Lynette Slater Patricia Lakin Smith Sofija Cucak Smith Stacey Lynne Smith Teresa Marie Smith Sharon Luree Staats Anna Catherine Stanley Larry Scott Stein Amy Jeanne Stephenson Dovetta Stepp Brenda Gale Powers Stevenson Mary Ann Stidham Brenda Clatworthy Tabor David Wayne Tabor Ella V. Thompson Wendy Lou Thompson Trina Lee Vitello Margaret Elise Wade Tammy G. Weisberg Alice Lee White Kimberly Ann White Teresa R. White Furess G. Whittington Tammy Serita Wiggins Ingrid Eline Wilkins Karen Wilmoth Robert Wesley Wilson Deborah Kay Woodall Bachelor of Science Karen Bonita Pence 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Bachelor of Arts Martha Blackbum Adkins Patricia Ann Agnello Melissa Ann Akers Katherine Marie Baehl Carlos Jose' Bailey Cheryl Lea Bassham Rebecca R. Bennett Robin Leslie Bias Tammy Branson Lisa Ann Brumfield Robert Bevin Chafin Helen Blankenship Cook Gregory John Corbett Donna Lynn Cottrell Danny Scesco Dailey Marion F. Dailey Eugenia Lee Mumahan Davis Star Ann Groves Davis Michael Scott Dorsey Shelda Lea Duffield Patrick Lee Dunn Brian L. Eddy Dottie Kay Endicott JoElla Engel Michael Alva Erwin Amy Beth Fisher Debra Kaye Fogus Linda Faye Fowler Dean Alan Fuller Sabrina Frances Ghiz Lisa Dawn Griffith Teresa Bailey Hammond Lesia Ann Harmon Marla Ann Harris Donald G. Howerton Richard L. Hutchinson Bryan Scott Justice Phyllis Lucas Kirk Vanessa Jill Kryzak Kimberly Sue Lewis Beth Ann Lloyd Lillian Gayle Logan John Clair Mace John William McMillian Teresa Ann McNeeley Sherwin Joseph Miller Lauren Michelle Monk Sheila Kay Washburn Moore Margaret Lynn Mullins Lance Alan Nelson Paula Ann Nield Shawn Michael Norton Tammy Jo O'Neal Charlotte Ann Oshel Jeffrey Bryan Parsons Mark Allen Perdue Cheryl Renee Persinger Cynthia L. Chafin Phillips Paulette Smith Pratt Gloris Dionne Prichard Barbara L. Raczok Pamela Michelle Reed Palma Lavonne Bellomy Roberts Annaette Maude Robinson Patricia Ann Robinson Paula J. Sayres Brenda Ann Smith Sandra Dee Smith Kelly Lea Somerville 
Jennifer Leigh Sowards 
Kimberly Annette Tawney 
Ronnald Rife Taylor 
Virginia Lee Taylor 
Cathy Dawn Trogdon 
Inez Gail Vance 
Aaron Eugene Vigliotti 
Charles Douglas Ward 
Eugenia Layne Webb 
Gregory Todd Webb 
Susan Michelle Whitfield 
Nila June Williamson 
Mary Beth Wooten 
Carol Sue Workman 
Vickie Lynn Cremeans Workman 
Tonia Lynn Worley 
Karla Dawn Young 
Samantha Ruth Young 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Bachelor of Arts 
T ywanda Ursula Abercrombie 
Barbara Ann Hunt Baisden 
Brian Daniel Brosnan 
Mary Margaret Byrd 
Vauntella Sue McCoy Carpenter 
Patricia Lynn Chafin 
Nellie Jude Comes 
Thomas Gary Damron 
Thomas Matthew Hall 
Jane Ellen Hill 
Angela Baisden Johnson 
Marianne Kimble 
Lisa Faye Ledbetter 
Sherri Rae Lewis 
Cheryl L. Wellman Lycan 
Deborah Jean May 
Mary Catherine McClung 
John Arthur Merritt 
Rebecca Ellen Merritt 
Jeffrey Allen Midkiff 
Carolyn T. Miller 
Sandy Anne Stull Morris 
Karen Jean Pelphrey 
Sandra Dee Perry 
Melissa Rae Roach 
Anita J. Courts Robinson 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Bachelor of Arts 
Barry Baisden 
Lisa Gail Benson 
Verna Blair 
Timothy Wayne Click 
Diana Lynn Thompson Crawford 
Pollyanna Lesia Cryser 
Helen Patricia Farris 
Tawnya Leigh Smith Fuller 
Lesa Lynn Hanlin 
Sherry Lynne Hogan 
Jeffrey Wayne Huffman 
Mark Douglas Jewell 
Tonya Lynn Watkins Jones 
Darla Jean Lucas 
Bryan David Mays 
Tawnya Lynn Mathis 
Robert Norris McClain 
Mary Elizabeth McClaskey 
Carla Elaine Prince Richardson 
Bruce Saunders Rous 
Bachelor of Science 
Bradley Raymond Reed 
Jeanne Ann Ullom 
Michael Lawrence Weiler 
Paula Jo Zwick 
Joseph Barry Ronk 
Thomas T. Skvarka 
Kimberly Dawn Tawney 
Cheryl Murphy Toler 
Debra Ellen Sargent Vance 
Margaret Ann Vance 
Scott Elliott Woodard Bachelor of Science 
Gary Steven McDowell 
Gregory Ray Perry 
Phillip Lee Simpson 
Kevin Lee Smith 
Percy Edmund Towle, Jr. 
Christopher Bradford Watts 
Shonda Elizabeth West Bachelor of Science 
Roberta June Esch 
I, 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Alan B. Gould, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Bachelor of Arts 
Joseph Robert Adams 
Kathryn Beth Adkins 
James Patrick Agee 
Melissa Lee Allen 
Danita Sue Alt 
Lisa Rae Ball 
Kimberly Joy Bandy 
Markita Dionne Black 
Kenneth Richard Blake 
Clark Anthony Bolland 
Dawne Maria Boukhemis 
Heida Frances Browne 
Amelia Beth Callaway 
Brian Alan Carr 
Kara Lynn Carr 
Jamie Jo Catron 
Myra Sue Chico 
Susan Anderson Clark 
Nikki Lynn Clatos 
Carl R. Clay, Jr. 
John Edwin Cornell 
Susan Lynn Coyer 
Cynthia Jane Crawford 
Amy Christine Crossan 
Waitman Davis, Jr. 
Teresa Lynn Deppner 
Carolyn J. Dye 
Johnathan Scott Edwards 
Nancy Kay Edwards 
Jennifer Marie Evans 
Regina Faye Evans 
Marjorie L. Ferguson 
Michael Joseph Franklin 
Marianna Furbee 
Catherine Browning George 
Rebecca Dawn Gillian 
Lisa Renee Graley 
JeanAnne Griffith 
Keith Jordan Grubb 
Ronald Albert Hadsell, Jr. 
Patricia Ann Handley 
William Edward Hatten, Jr. 
James Ervin Hawkins, Jr. 
Terry Lee Headley 
Angela Marie Hill 
Patricia Traylor Hoskins 
Charles Patrick Houdyschell 
John Hubbard Houvouras 
Melissa Kay Huff 
James Burke Hunt 
Kathryn Lynn Ingles 
Diane Lisa Kelley 
Kathy Michelle Kilburn 
Karen Elizabeth Klein 
Thea Marie Klingberg 
Richard Vernon Knight 
Rajiv Iswaran Kumaraswamy 
Nancy Ellen Landrum 
Lorie Patricia Lanna 
James Robert Leslie, Jr. 
Sarah Elizabeth Lovejoy 
Barri Lyn Marshall 
Robin Renee McClure 
Joa Lynn McCorkle 
Scarlett Ann Meadows 
Thomas Richard Moore 
Judith Carol Mullarky 
Susan Nekoranec 
Ira Joe Noble, Jr. 
Leslie Marie O'Brien 
Christopher William Parsons 
David Williams Preston 
Melissa D. Prichard 
Brian Donald Rayment 
Robert Henry Reed 
R. Michael Rogers
Laura L. Safford 
Karen S. Sagar 
Pamela J. Schmidbauer 
Brian Peter Smentkowski 
Donna Beth Smith 
William Bradley Smith 
Doug Smock 
Burt Douglas Spangler 
Sharon Michelle Spencer 
Mary Agnes Spero 
Bridgett A. Standiford 
Harry Ray Stanley 
Amanda Starr 
Jeanne M. Stevenson 
Gregory Neil Stone 
Lora Jean Stuart 
Melissa Dawn Summerfield 
Bryan Nelson Sweeney 
Rebecca Jane Swick 
Robert Walker Tabor 
David Karl Terry 
David William Trader 
Pamela Maretta VanHom 
Janet Nease Wallace 
David H. Wilmoth 
Michael W. Wimer 
Arthur William Zoeckler Bachelor of Science 
Mary Susan Davis 
Raymond Newton Tackett 
Brian Edmond West 
l 
I 
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Bachelor of Social Work Kimberly A. Brown Lori Ann Foley Rocky R. Griffin Lisa Helen Horn 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Bachelor of Arts Wilson Van Adkins, Jr. C. Stephen AmbroseNancy BanzhofSuzanne H. BuchananWesley D. ChaneyMargie Maria ClementsMichael R. CooperTeresa Lynn CousinsLaura Marie DaileySherri Lynn DunnCynthia Ellen EliotJune E. EllcessorJonathan Allan FergusonBobbie Jean GalfordDavid Michael GanimElizabeth Ann B. GrimesHarry Eugene GrimmettKimberly Dawn HaysletteMarina Aline HendricksLynn Maxine Herman Yvonne Joy Hochberg Jack J. R. Ingles Karla Jean Isaacson Carla Dawn KeeferKaren Stodola Leigh Willard T. Long, Jr. Elizabeth Suzzan Maddy Jeffrey 0. Marshall Robert Lawrence Massie Denise Rochelle Maynard Jeannie Gayle McDowell Hughes Kristen Kay Miller McPherson Tracy Jo Mestrovic Patricia Frances Miller Quebecca Lorraine Osburn Alec Bryan Plymale Jacqueline Sue Prascik Lisa Parrish Randolph Keith Dunkle Ray, II Richard Anton Renquest, Jr. 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Bachelor of Arts Lorie Lynn Antonson Dee Ann Brown Lisa Corene Clark Steven Mason Good Jeri Lynn Jones Henry Edward Moody Kimberly S. Murphy Karen N. Cartwright Nance Shari Dawn Newman Michele Morgan Carr Okoye M. Irene Skeens OrrickGregory A. RobinsonDavid Lee WoodallBachelor of Science Susan Dabney Adams Devore Dirk Gilbert Vanderkraats Charles Lewis Rice Heidi Beth Samuels William Henderson Shaffer, Jr. Mary Teresa Sharp Gerald Michael Sigmon Jacquelyn Doreen Smith-Bryson Teddi Leigh Smith Kenna L. Thompson, Jr. Cynthia Louise Tipton James Russell Waugh Pamela Dawn Scarberry Young Bachelor of Science Jon Thaddeus Blatt Carrol B. David Scott Randall Ferry Daniel T. Kennedy, Jr. Audrey Alexandria Morenas Bachelor of Social Work Chitra V. Kamdar 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Bachelor of Arts Joshua Cameron Barrax Thomas Gregory Bell Sherry Lynn Breeden Donald Louis Brown Michael Anthony Fritts James A. Lucas Thomas Sayre McChesney Rachel Elizabeth Pikarsky Paula J. Rosnick Christopher David Zinn 
College of Business Candidates presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Bachelor of Business Administration Sherry Lynn Frye Adams Danny Lee Adkins Lori Weller Adkins Tammy Stultz Adkins Jeffrey Duncan Ancrile Phillip Wayne Archer Melissa Ann Asbury Sherry Anita Hayes Asbury Marc Brenton Ault Ronald David Ball T amei Lind Barker Angela Allison Barnes Richard Barry Randall V eo Blackwood John Joseph Blasic Paul Dennis Boulay Christina Jo Bowen Jerry Michael Bowen Scott Matthew Brick Sue Ann Brooks J. Michael BrotzgeTheodore Glenn BrownAmy Carol BurdetteMelvin Richard BurkholderFrederick Lee ByerLori Ann CaldwellEustacia Alexandria CallJohn Edward Call, Jr.Robert Kelly Calloway, Jr.Claude Ashley CampbellJudy Ann CanterburyChristopher Angelo CarboneLesley Ann CaufmanChristopher Lee ChadwickKimberly Dawn ChadwickTom Christopher ChafinBarbara Ann Adkins ChandlerDarla Faye Chatfield Susan Lyna Childers Lewis Gray Cochran Michelle Ann Cogar Sheryl P. Coles Gregory Harold Conley Vincent Joseph Conley Scott Alan Copley Craig Allen Coster Robert Eugene Cowgill Robert Donald Cummings Mark David Czewski William J. Dailey Ronald Keith Daniel Mary Danielle Davis Lucelo Galvez Delgra Brian Keith Dingess Karen Sue Doyle Todd Edward Dugan Jimmy Duros Douglas Dean Dye Rachael Mary Catherine Estep Harry Herbert Farris Cathy Jo Fenney Jennifer Lynn Ferguson Mary Jane Fomasar Christi Ann Fox Beverly Ann Frazer Jo Anna Gail Fry Carol Elizabeth Gainer Lada Doreen Gibson Gregory Thomas Gordon Jonathan David Green Monica Lynne Griffith Vanessa Annette Hairston Gregory Lawrence Hall Mack Lycurgus Hampton Lynn Kathryn Haptonstall Leah Dawn Hart J. Todd HatfieldShawn S. HeckBeth Ann HeinerKimberly Ann HelferLisa Alene HicksDawn Machelle HollidayJohn Joseph HoltzapfelErika Catherine Hoptry Julia Anne HowellMark Everett HowertonCharles Thomas HumphreyRalph Anthony HutchinsonKevin Michael IrelandKendra Irettis JeffersRalph Arden JenkinsAmy Grace JohnsonAngela Lynn JonesPriscilla June KeownJonathan Thomas KidwellKaren Louise KoontzScott Rhys LaskowitzBrendan Sykes Leary Andrew Winter LebowitzFuhin LiongJames Elsdon LoveTammy Lee LoveThomas Lee LucasJendonnae LycanAna Marcela MaiaChristine ManackDavid Scott MarcumJamie Edsel MarloweClement Michael MathenyDonald David MayMichael Edward McCannJames Thomas McKnight, Jr.Elizabeth Ann McPeekGregory Neal Meade
Carolyn Ann Jordan Meadows Robert E. Metz David Lee Michael Angela Diana Midkiff Brian Scott Midkiff Retha Elizabeth Milam Jennifer Lee Musgrave Wade Scott Carter Newell T any Lee O'Dell Kimberly Kristine Orlando Steven Ray Palmer Alex Wayne Parsons Ronald Christopher Patrick Nancy Ann Pelham Suzanne Gail Penland Kimberly Ann Perkins Hiram Andrew Pilcher John Leslie Poindexter Floyd Mack Porter Andrew Bryan Raines Veena Rajan David Lee Randolph Shawn David Ray Stephen John Reeves J. Patrick ReynoldsGene Randall RhoadesScott Alan RiedelDennis Wayne Riffe, IIJames L. RodesJeffrey Alan RonkJames Brent RoswallPeter Dean Sarnosky Crystal Lynn Rainey Sanders Theresa Louise Sapp Roger Gordon Scaggs, Jr. Philip Joseph Scenna Debbie Lynn Schofield Rebecca Elizabeth Scott Cynthia Jane Shafer Thomas Jeffrey Shank Robert Tory Shipley Michele Renee Shy Rita Marie Simmons Jeffery Daniel Sims Susan Marie Maddox Smith William Edward Staples Mark Edward Stehle Richard Eugene Stewart Phillip Anthony Storage Thomas Frederick Strother, Jr. Regina Bartram Talbert Mary Lynn Taylor Kevin Dale Thompson Etta Marie Gillespie Thornburgh Gregory Scott Tilton William Louis Treacy, Jr. Juan Alfredo Trejo Amy Vandenbergh Deanna Lea Viars Tracy Lynn Villars Delena Lynn Walker Lisa Waller Jay R. Wardwell Kimberly Dawn Watts Timothy Mark Webb Brian Elden Wellman Gary Keith White Melissa Beth Whittington John Kent Wilfong Stephen Everett Williams Steven Dwayne Williams R. Scott WillisMary Jane WinesLance James WooldridgeStacie Anne WootenJonathan Thomas YoungBachelor of Science Howard David Adkins, II Jairo Ernesto Arvizu Robin Louise Auerbach Roger Harold Brumfield Robert Todd Ellison Ralph Bennett Elmore Suzanne Webb Henderson Thomas David Marks David P. Mayo Diane Squier McDaniel Terri Lee Neff Craig Stephen Russell Alan Paul Scott Lisa Marie Sutton Brian H. Victor Billy R. Ward Alicia Pasquale Wilson 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Bachelor of Business Administration Geoffrey Harold Addleman Susan Renee Baughman Randall Floyd Benear Elizabeth Ann Bennett David Leon Bias William Harley Black Teresa Lynn Bolt John David Brant, Jr. Kathalyn Kay Bunn Christopher Paul Carter William Franklin Champe, III Cheryl Sue Craddock Childers Jamie Michele Clay Jerry Paul Cochran Sandra Rhea Katz Colker Lisa Michele Conner James Hardy Crane Mira S. Dalia Christopher Dean DeBruhl Angela Lynn DeCoy Deanna Dawn Deem Christopher Michael Derrow Norma Shepard Dodrill Leigh Ann Epperhart James Douglas Fawcett Louis A. Fischer Amelia Maria Foster Lisa Paige Gill Derek Shawn Godwin Tony Don Goodman Nicola Ann Graham Jenny Lynn Graves Daniel Brian Hager 
.J 
John Preston Hammond 
Susan Denise Harris 
Ronald Henry Hart 
Amy Marie Hatfield 
Mark Howard Haverty 
Millicent Jean Hicks 
Andrew Todd Homan 
Leanne Therese lmperi 
Ali Awni Sharif Mujahed Haj Issa 
Robyn Lee Jackson 
Jeffrey Brian Kearns 
David Patrick Kelly 
Bradley Herman Layne 
Jay Robert Layne 
Kelvin Elliott Maxwell 
Rebecca Ann McClelland 
Shauna McCoy 
Todd Michael McKinley 
Angela Dawn Meredith 
Robert Philip Michaels, Jr. 
Lisa Ann Miller 
Jeffrey Scott Molter 
David Wayne Mullins 
Della Sue Murphy 
Deidre Rene' Nichols 
Vitus Ejike Ottiwu 
Aubrey Scott Perry 
Karen Rhea Peterson 
Lisa Dawn Peyton 
Elizabeth Marie Roberts 
Masood Rofougaran 
Leo Juan Ruth, II 
James Stephen Schmaltz 
Caroline L. Sharp 
Brett Edward Short 
Timothy Allan Shumway 
Melissa Ellen Slone 
Kent Lee Stevens 
Gene Kent Straley 
Denise Drew Tarka 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Monica Lynn Armstrong 
Timothy Scott Brunetti 
Christopher Lewis Carter 
Charles Eric Cochran 
Paul Pete Duros 
Raymond Allen Gillispie 
James Michel Griffith 
Jo Ellen Holtzworth 
Charles Evert Jobe 
Brian Keith Layton 
Stephen Bradley LeMaster 
Stephen Christopher Lloyd 
Kimberly Dawn Osburn 
Lisa Lynn Piepenbrink 
Samuel Walter Randolph 
Daniel Lewis Ratkovich 
Cynthia Louise Sigman 
James Lewis Smith 
Kevin Ray Stephens 
Alan Dale Tolbert 
Donald Gene Toppings, Jr. 
Linda K. Usak 
Mark Daniel Tucker 
Robert Alan Van Hoose 
John William Whisman 
Brad Allen White 
Gregory Lee Wilcoxon 
Steven Andrew Williams 
Thomas Randall Wilmink, II 
Deborah B. Woods 
Roberta Jean Wranitz Bachelor of Science 
Dennis Michael Calhoun, Jr. 
Benjamin Bernard Cyrus, Jr. 
Anita Jo Galuszek 
Richard Todd Jewell 
Larry Eugene Lott 
Paul Brian Shannon 
Laura Teresa Smith 
Todd M. Thompson 
Rachel C. Vaughan 
Linda Lee Willoughby Verbage 
Steven Gregory Wade 
Gregory Edward Ward 
Lisa Lynn Young Bachelor of Science 
Mary Beth Ross 
- ----�-- - - -
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Bachelor of Business Administration Jennifer Lee Blake Randal L. Clarkson Regina R. Crews Wayne Lee Dailey Robin Denise Dalton Brian Timothy Deaton M. Daniel DupaySteven David Flouhouse Ronda Jean Foster Karen Ann Fulmer Joseph Noel Geiger, Jr. Christopher Todd Gilbert Johnny Edwin Harris, Jr. Nancy Lynn Hunt Tony Chibuzor E. Ichite, Ill Larry Dean Lee Landon Todd McCoy Jon Mark Patterson Robert Aaron Preece Dalton Jerry Ruddlesden, Ill Robert James Schwartz Robert Derrick Short Jon Howard Wilhelm 
College of Science Candidates presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Bachelor of Science 
Christopher Gerard Anton 
Lawrence Joseph Barnes 
Howard Lee Bechtle, II 
John Milton Carl, III 
Richard Keith Cavender 
C. Edwin Childers, Jr.
Suzanne Cogar
Joseph D. Cornell
James Benjamin Cox
Todd A. Crosson
Samuel Christopher D' Arco
Jennifer Ann Fluharty
Gregory Scott Fulford 
Brenda Lynn Glod 
Jeffery Lee Goble 
Beth Ann Halterman 
Douglas Wilson Henson 
Mary Elizabeth Hutson 
Jon Tod Jack 
Stephen Wayne Jackson 
G. Irv Johnson
John David Justice
John Klingberg
Christopher T. KostickBachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Alan Scott Lowery 
Beth Ann Payne Bachelor of Arts 
Michael Lee Watts 
Errol Todd Ryan Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Jane Lynn Freeman 
Linda E. Lamback 
Lisa F. Pavlis 
Antoinette C. Selvaratnam Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Carla L. Shaver 
Swati Ojha 
Dallas Thurman Runyon, Jr. 
James Benson Schweickart 
Pamela Marie Sexton 
Tommy Hamilton Stanley 
Jeffrey Norman Thaxton 
Conrad Hugh Thornburgh 
Tim J. Waugh 
Patrick Gregory Webb 
Mathew Dale Workman 
-
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Bachelor of Science Michael Scott Adkins Crista Dawn Berry Kimberly Ann Burgess Yvonne Clark Chris Cagle Curtis, II Donald David Elswick Terri Keen Frame Sandra Kay Mitchell Jennifer Ann Orndorff Rebecca Sue Rhodes 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Bachelor of Science Raymond T. Campbell Debra Lynn Cortez Jennifer Dickens Heather Lynn Bonnoront Hardy Dianne Forbes Hopkins John Jeffrey McElroy Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry Margaret Ruth Pippin Bachelor of Science 1n Medical Technology Joyce Ming Hwei Weng 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Bachelor of Science Retta Jeanette Gatts Basel Awni Sharif Issa Byrdena Elaine Miller Eric A. Morgan Rebecca Ann Sexton Timothy Bret Tabor Kenneth Ray Withrow Bruce Alan Ripley John Henry Pellegrini 
College of Fine Arts · Candidates presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Bachelor of Fine Arts Michelle Marie Braud Christopher Scott Dearing Brian Scott Gibson Douglas Paul Homer Joseph Andrew Lett Sonya Kaye McMillion Brian Patrick Moore William Earl Strohmeyer Degree Granted December 18, 1987 Bachelor of Fine Arts Denise Annette Poole Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Bachelor of Fine Arts Stephen C. Hall Wilbert Edward Heaberlin Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Bachelor of Fine Arts Laura Marie Hale Christopher Martin Laber Stephen Todd Wellman 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Giovanna B. Morton, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Lisa Marie Asbury 
Leigh Ann Blake 
Kathryn Suzanne Collins 
Rebecca Thornbury Cox 
Jennifer Dawn Davis 
Marianne Kissane deBarbadillo 
Spring Andrea Colvin Dippolito 
Elizabeth Jane Doyle 
Regina Ann Evans 
Debra L. Galuk 
Carolyn S. Gibson 
Aimee Sue Gue 
Sara Beth Honaker 
Amy Beth Horn 
Natalie Ann Howard 
Barbara Jean Jones 
Albert Jeffrey Kaplan 
Maria Collins Martin 
Mary Lane Moore 
Angela Gail Napier 
Bonnie Lou Nelson 
Morgan Lee Pinkerman 
Becky Darlene Rider 
Tamela Raye Rogers Associate in Science in Nursing 
Betty Jane Ayers 
Donna Sue Dockter Batts 
Marilyn Sue Belcher 
Elizabeth Bell 
Amy Jo Brannen 
Debra Wilson Caines 
Delaine Butcher Davis 
Tammy Brown Deal 
Charlotte Ann Dilley 
Dana Arlene Beckett Elliott 
Gladys Marie Manns Eplion 
Barbara Gayle Faulkner 
S. Jean Gillilan
Alta Vonn Wears Glover
Artina Duncan Gore 
Tammy Stewart Hendrickson 
Diana Sue Hensley 
Sheri Ann Hodge 
Donna Jean Irby 
Kimberly Lynn Kyle 
Dale Anna Leep 
Robert Joseph Lord 
Sarah E. Marcum 
Dawn D. Mathewson 
Ellen Margaret McGinnis 
Bertha Blanche Meadows 
Karen Jean Mills 
Dolores Elizabeth Higgins Murphy 
Donna K. Rohrbach 
Sandra Leigh Smith 
Emily Lee Ward Stacy 
John Paul Stone 
Delberta Lynn Stowers 
Thomas L. Stricklen 
Frances Ann Tygrett 
Dolores Brickey Walters 
Evelyn Lea Webb 
Joan Mitchell Wells 
Linda Jo Whitehair 
Lisa Boone Willis 
Arlene Napier 
Terri Lynn Hurlow Oldaker 
Linda Gale Purdy 
Christina Lynn Scragg 
Dianna Joyce Adkins Scragg 
Debra Dawn Shell 
Thomas R. Sliger 
Charlotte Hoschar Sparks 
Jerilyn Stevenson 
Robin Renee Tilley 
Ralph P. Vickers 
Betty Lou Ward 
Janet Kristi West 
Cynthia Ann Wiseman 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Associate in Science in Nursing Kimberly Dawn Adkins Emma Lee Cox Darlena Joy Hatfield Daniel T. Maynard Degree Granted August 21, 1987 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Tamra Dingess Frye 
\ 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Carol A. Smith, Vice President for Academic Affairs Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Regents Bachelor of Arts Edith Ellen Walters Adkins Charles Robert Akers Dolores Eloise Lanter Bowling Belinda Joan Mackall Clark Hilary Bennett Deskins David Hensley Easter Elizabeth Anne Fox Theresa Marie Hanak John Withers Hereford, Jr. Daniel Lee Hicks Patricia Mary Holle Sandra Kay Homan Michael Kenneth Huff Tad Emerson Jones Angela Jean Kimball Rose Marie Lehmann Christopher Bruce Martin Elizabeth Michelle Mayfield Charles Richard Mayne Katherine Grandstaff McComas Larry Howard McDonald Rhonda Lynn Miller William Leslie Millman Deborah L. Perry Mullins Barbara A. Roberts Larry Keith Safford Gregory Alan Schimke Russell Byron Shrewsbury D. Seth StakerGraham Nelson StanleySteven Grant StonerAzel Glenn TurleyMark Alan TurleyRichard John WestergardAlan Dale WilliamsMary Jane Igou WillisDegrees Granted December 18, 1987 Regents Bachelor of Arts Phyllis J. Argabrite Lisa Marie Campbell Arvon Steven Darrell Black Kenneth James Byrne Franklin David Crowe Deborah Lincoln Ferrell Patricia Patterson Ferrell P. Richard Flack James Rockwell Frazier Jack Clinton Green, Jr. Virginia M. Adkins Leffingwell James Alan Meek Tomasina Louise Michel Dean Constantine Morakis Bobby G. Morey Janet Riedel Nicol Kathy Harless Nicolls J.P. Reed Andrew Goodman Roderick Lisa Jane Sazy Karen Elise Pacifici Sullivan William Tanner, Jr. 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Regents Bachelor of Arts Betty Jean Adkins David Michael Anderson Denise Marie Chlebowski Preston Allen Collier, Jr. Sharon K. Bowman Cooper Danny Gene Gallion Russell Lee Johnson Patricia Glendean Jones Renda Kaye Morrison Howard Allan Outman 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Regents Bachelor of Arts Robert Daniel Bolling Mark Patrick Coats Michael Andrew D' Antoni Kimberlee Kincaid Tina Louise Boggess Montgomery William Russell Neal, II Deborah Kay Nichols Everett Eugene Pertee Martin William Palazeti Gary Lee Ransbottom, Jr. Anne Whitney Smith Kenneth E. Ward Melissa Gaines Woelfel Tracy Jo Roberts Debra L. Smith Mark Harding Wade 
Community College 
Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Associate in Applied Science Deborah Ann Abney Ida Lynn Adkins Kymberly Inger Adkins Sheri Lynn Blankenship Tracey L. Roach Blankenship Scott Blatt Susan Alison Brown Rebecca A. Joy Bryant Lisa Catherine Callebs Linda Jean Calloway Lesa Renee Carter Ashley Janett Cotton Casto Mark Gordon Childers Regina W. Childers Jody Lee Christian Johnifer Sue Clagg Bobbi L. Clark Sue Anne Conrad Andrea Renae Cook Rozella Johnson Crane Melanie Kay Craze Brenda Patricia Cremeans Wade Thomas Crum Gina Lynn Cummings Sidney Baxter Dejarnett, Jr. Michael Scott DeMoss Krista L. Duncan Kimberly Ann Elam Lesli Renee Ellington Sandra Hale Enoch Patrick L. Fain Tracy Lynn Few Barbara Alexandra Florek Pamela Sue Fuller Cathleen Lisa Galyean Deborah Marie Garrett Sandy Rene Gartin Sandra L. Geer Harris Sheri Lynn Hayton Susan J. Jack Heinz Janet Lynn Hines Wesley Alan Holland Rebecca Diane Hutchinson Antoinette Virginia Jackson Carol Susan James Danny Edward Jenkins Annie M. Johnson Kimberly Dawn Johnson Billie Marie Karnes Monica Kazee Christopher Kevin Keaton Lori Ann Kilgore Beverly Ann Scarberry Kitchen Paul Andrew Knisley Jonathan L. Koerber Barbara Noffsinger Kosa Peggy Ann Lacy Angela June Lambert Lisa Ann Lambert John P. Lantz Gregory Neal Lovins Olivia Sue Collins Lovins Gay Edward McCabe, Jr. Betty L. Siegle McCoy Sharon Kay Greene Meadows Judith Alice Mounts Jeanne Ann Mueller Richard R. Mullins Troy Anthony Nicely Lesley Ann North Stephen Edward Pinkerton Angela Kay Porter Anna Lea Price Sarah Ann Randolph Susan Sarah Record David Lynn Ritchey Steven James Robertson Jack Alan Rooper Melissa Lee Roush Lisa Gayle Rowe Russell Byron Shrewsbury Sherry Lynn Bums Singer Harriet June Smith Richard L. Smith Georgia Danielle Spence Mary Jesse Stacks Rhonda Lynn Stollings Joyce Ann Browning Surber Linda Lou McCormick Sweeney Paula Sue Wade Trudy Lynn Wardlaw Teresa Lynn Webb Kelly Lynn White Paula K. Wilt Kevin Franklin Winton Jacqueline Marie Woolfolk Joyce Ianthe Yirberg Gretchen Lujean Zabel 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Associate in Applied Science Diana Lynn Adkins Clifford Earl Akers T amyra Shea Anselmi Stacey Louise Beckelheimer Barry Lee Bellomy Douglas Arthur Berkel Steve Alvin Bird Anne Remick Black William Russell Booth, Jr. Amy Leigh Bowe Gino Anthony Brasile Kenneth James Byrne Linda Jean Calloway Velma June Greene Childress Sally I. Clagg Valerie Dawn Cole Jane Deanne Cullum Mark Brian Cunningham Jeffrey H. Dean Mark Gregory DeBord Rock Anthony Evick Edwin Leon Ferguson Paul S. Ferguson Jeffrey Alan Ford Kevin Joe Foreman James Rockwell Frazier James A. Gray Cheryl Marie Hawkins Donald Wilson Hedrick Timothy Edward Helmick Michael Jay Henry David B. Hess Frank Gordon Higginbotham, III Sidney Mason Hinchman Donnie Ray Howell Lea Ann Midkiff Hunt David Alan Hutchison Kimberly Sue Hypes Randall Wayne Hyre Gordon Alan Ingold Rebecca Brown Johnson Darrell Ray Kincaid Claudia Michelle Kitchen Paul Clifford Koerner John Robert Konermann Kelly Jean Kryzak Ronald Dale Kyle Terry William Lavenski David 0. Lucas Craig David Mayes Michael A. Mayes Craig Page Miller John C. Miller Christina A. Monkman Larry Karl Morris Amy Joyce Munsey George Lewis Nelson, Jr. Renea Domera Nelson 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Associate in Applied Science Diane Guinn Dearman Patricia Annette Miller Lee William David Lycan Kenny Ward, II Terry Dale Nichols Martha Taylor Pancake Pamela Sue Pauley Kyle Dwaine Pearson Gordon Earl Petry, Jr. Rex Wesley Powers Richard Lee Pursley Thomas Michael Rice Michael Gene Robinson Mark Allen Roby Randell Mark Schambach James Keith Schubert Craig Aaron Sigler Bruce Arthur Sloan James Kevin Smith Jeffery Thomas Steele Robert Larry Stump Sandra Ann Taylor Amy Lori Vance Scott Franklin Van Meter Thomas Randall Watkins Cristie Renay Wiley James Allen Wise Heidi Jo Zelachowski Associate in Science Edward Ray Blake, Jr. 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Associate in Applied Science 
Lisa Lynn Collins 
Judy Conrad 
Carolyn Elizabeth Cooper 
Janet Marilyn Dudley 
Joanne Catherine Clarke Jarrell 
Julie Marie Neal Ratcliff 
Julie Maria Poore 
Kelly Lynn Smallridge 
Bridgett A. Standiford 
Marlene Francis Tucker 
Graduate School Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees_ May 14, 1988 Master of Arts Tonja Jevetta Adams Marshall University Counseling Deborah Adkins Marshall University Speech Linda W. Anderson Marshall University Art Pamela Lee Payne Bailey Marshall University Early Childhood Education Donna R. Barnes Ohio University Special Education Susan Jean Barrett Marshall University Mathematics Dennis Alan Barry West Liberty State College Political Science Elizabeth Berdis Gannon University Biological Sciences Michael Chase Bowers West Virginia State College Music John Drew Bryson West Liberty State College Mathematics Juanita F. Call Marshall University Business Education Karen Lynn Clatworthy Marshall University Sociology Bonnie L. Cobb Marshall University Counseling Phyllis M. Collins Marshall University Counseling Ted C. Collins Marshall University Special Education Jane Summers Hendricks Cook Ohio University Counseling John Joseph Cook Ohio University Counseling Tamara Roberts Crowley Marshall University English Karen Renae Davies West Virginia State College Educational Administration Vicki Ray Delp Marshall University Counseling Claire Marie Earl Marshall University Art Tammy Lynn Greenwood Marshall University Special Education Ronald W. Hall, II West Virginia University Counseling Sandra Kay Handley Marshall University Educational Administration Karen Cardwell Harshbarger University of Charleston Elementary Education Gamal Eldin Hassan Alexandria University Mathematics Ann Elaine Henson Marshall University Reading Education Donald Wayne Herndon Vanderbilt University Political Science John D. Hicks Alderson-Broaddus College History Jeffrey Wayne Hively Marshall University Biological Sciences Donald Ray Jarrell Marshall University Mathematics Patricia Justice Johnson Marshall University Elementary Education Laura Leann Jones Marshall University Elementary Education 
Mitsuharu Kato Timothy Mark Owens Lilly Mae Ferguson Stumbo Southeastern Louisiana University West Virginia University Marshall University Sociology Communication Arts Elementary Education Brian Douglas Kline Sarah Ann Parker Joey W. Syner Clarion University Geneva College West Virginia Institute of Speech Communication Arts Technology Social Studies Kimberly Louise Koon Teresa Rose Schoeppner Porter Fairmont State College Ohio Dominican College Alice Thompson Counseling Counseling Morehead State University Secondary Education Lisa Gail Kusko Brenda Louetta Preston West Liberty State College Marshall University Elaine Uittenbogaavd Tutt English Elementary Education Buena Vista College Music Nasser Y. Lamki Lisa McClure Prichard Marshall University Marshall University Petti Jean Kirk Waggoner Political Science Elementary Education Marshall University Educational Supervision 
) Donald Ivan Lowe Brenda Gale Quesenberry Eastern Kentucky University Concord College Shane B. Wallace Speech Art West Virginia University Special Education Mary Anne Loar Lucas Klara Boynton Reynolds Marshall University The Ohio State University Gary Alan White Elementary Education Home Economics Fairmont State College Psychology Linda Browning Martin Lisa Diane Riley West Virginia State College Marshall University Sara Martin Wingard Sociology Secondary Education Columbia College Elementary Education Fazal Masih Jennifer Denise Salcines Gordon College Concord College James Ming-Jer Yang Mathematics Music Soochow University Communication Arts Teresa McComas Karen Scapple-Williams Marshall University Marshall University Master of Science Elementary Education Political Science Jeffrey K. McDonald Eric Watson Shelburne Brenda Kay Anness West Liberty State College Marshall University Marshall University Political Science History Health and Physical Education Linda R. McGraw Kristi Caroline Shields Cheryl Lynn Arnold Ohio University Concord College Marshall University Music Speech Health and Physical Education Pamela Jean Morris Robin Lynn Skaggs Aylin Atakkaan University of Nebraska Marshall University Marshall University English Counseling Biological Sciences Tina S. Nibert Cynthia Diane Smith Gabriel M. Azubuike Marshall University University of Cincinnati Marshall University Elementary Education Home Economics Safety Lawrence Henry Orr Suzanne McKee Stewart Vernon Derl Bell Fairmont State College Eastern Kentucky University Marshall University Art Special Education Accounting 
Michael P. Browning University of Charleston 
Vocational Technical Education Ruth E. Rinehart Caplinger Davis and Elkins College 
Vocational Technical Education Kit-Wah Chan National Taiwan Normal University 
Physical Science George Allen Chappell Marshall University 
Physical Science Jean Marie Hill Chappell Marshall University 
Biomedical Science Eugene McKinley Coffman Marshall University 
Safety Connie Hypes Coiner University of North Colorado 
Safety John Walker Collins West Virginia University 
Safety Carolyn Kubilis Culp University of Alabama 
Biological Sciences Adriana Drost University of T uebingen 
Biomedical Science Billy Ray Dunn Ball State University 
Adult Education Reuben ljoma Enebeli Marshall University 
Safety Thomas James Fix Purdue University 
Biomedical Science Walter Charles Fluharty Marshall University 
Safety Keith Allen Gaskill Bob Jones University 
Safety 
Donald Richard Gilkerson Marshall University 
Safety James Raymond Glancy Marshall University 
Vocational Technical Education Judith Renee Ennis Hissom Marshall University 
Biomedical Science David Michael Holley Marshall University 
Geography Cheryl Lee Johnson Marshall University 
Safety Gregory Dean Justus Marshall University 
Safety Brigitte Helen Keon Marshall University 
Adult Fitness and Cardiac Rehabilitation Dianne Estelle Pappas Kohelis West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education · Mary C. Psihountas KohelisThe Ohio State University
Vocational Technical Education Amy Casdorph Kokesh West Virginia State College 
Biological Sciences Wayne John Lundstrom Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Education Irene Geiger Marks West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education John Thomas Mars Fairmont State College 
Criminal Justice Kimberly Ann Brown Matthews Marshall University 
Biological Sciences Leah Michele Maynard Marshall University 
Adult Fitness and Cardiac Rehabilitation 
Jame Cavano McCumbee University of North Carolina 
Biomedical Science Gregory Allen McKay Indiana University 
Biological Sciences George William Minner, Jr. Marshall University 
Accounting Shelby Jean Mullenix Davis and Elkins College 
Vocational Technical Education Rachel C. Owens Marshall University 
Adult Fitness and Cardiac Rehabilitation Jeffrey Elsworth Pfannes University of Wisconsin 
Safety Douglas Lee Pittman Mount Vernon Nazarene College 
Biological Sciences Kathryn Howell Polis Fairmont State College 
Adult Education Paul Nolan Raines Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education Patricia E. Sistilli Retton West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education Robert Thomas Shaw West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education Kimberly Kay Sherrill Wilmington College 
Health and Physical Education Karen C. McDonald Simonetti West Liberty State College 
Vocational Technical Education Ronald James Stanek Marshall University 
Biological Sciences Louise H. Thomas West Virginia State College 
Accounting 
Francis W. Trent East Carolina University Safety Donald Lee Underwood West Virginia State College Safety Samuel Joel Vanderbilt University of Nebraska Safety Donald Stephen Wellman Marshall University Chemistry Perry Morgan West Salem College Vocational Technical Education Kathy Sue Kidder Wilkerson West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education Sheila Kay Adkins Zeto Marshall University Safety Master of Business Administration Kathy M. Billups Marshall University Business and Commerce Ricky Joe Gue Marshall University Business and Commerce Hemant Kumar Jain S.G.S. Institute of Technology and Science Business and Commerce Jeffrey Lee Lanman Marshall University Business and Commerce Anthony John Lellie Marshall University Business and Commerce John Chukwuemeka Okoye Marshall University Business and Commerce Thomas Alan Osburn Marshall University Business and Commerce Lisa Alexander Sheppe Marshall University Business and Commerce James Edward Tippie, Jr. Marshall University Business and Commerce Jeffrey Kevin Van Noy West Virginia University Business and Commerce Ann Elaine Whitley Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Arts Journalism William Keith Shannon University of Kentucky Journalism Donna Louise Young Marshall University Journalism Xiaohong Zhang . 1n Beijing Broadcasting Institute Journalism Master of Education Catherine O'Brien Killian University of Illinois Education 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1987 Master of Arts Kathryn Lynn Ash Marietta College Speech Pathology and Audiology Julie Sommer Bibbee Marshall University Early Childhood Education Kristina R. Boster Blount Marshall University Clinical Psychology Jumah Rashid Boftin Kuwait University Communication Arts Kenneth A. Bourgeois Marshall University Counseling Deborah Ann Bowen Marshall University Elementary Education Sherri Ann Cagigas Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Patricia A. Taylor Chapman Marshall University Art Gale Lynn Ball Clarke University of Kentucky Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Jan Davis Coppala West Virginia University Speech Pathology and Audiology Melissa Marein Cornfeld Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Art Anita Zimmerman Dalton Ohio University Special Education Susie Newsome Deskins Marshall University Counseling Natalie Dawn Edwards Dillinger Bob Jones University Secondary Education Donna Finch Ferguson Marshall University Special Education Angela Jo Harrah Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Linda Lee Barker Hendrickson Anderson College library Science Education Catherine Billups Hensley Marshall University Reading Education Thomas Bernard Hoffman Marshall University Educational Administration Deborah Lynn Howard Marshall University Special Education Mary Bruce H. Kessler Fairmont State College Elementary Education Rhonda Leigh Kiser Marshall University Counseling Nancy Miriam Kowalesky Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Katherine Kress Marshall University Political Science Jill Ann Keams Little Marshall University Elementary Education Debra Northup Long Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Colleen Irene Mahon State University of New York at Cortland Speech Pathology and Audiology Jeanie Schnably Menighan West Virginia University Counseling Nora Cassem Mosrie Marshall University Art William Anthony Murphy, Jr. West Virginia University Counseling Linda Sue Oury Southern Illinois University Home Economics Jon Richard Pascolini Indiana University Music Elizabeth Armstrong Potterfield West Virginia University Early Childhood Education Robert A. Powell Alderson-Broaddus College Speech Catherine Suzanne Crump Richards Marshall University Special Education Rebecca Jean Robertson Marshall University Biological Sciences Martha J. Hylton Skeens Marshall University Special Education Marsha Bolton Spangler Marshall University Music Jerry A. Tighe Wheeling College Social Studies Beth Ann White Marshall University Music Barbara Tully Wills Marshall University Business Education Linda Kaye Wilson Wimer Marshall University Special Education Patricia Joyce Woods Marshall University Clinical Psychology Master of Science Robert Lee Allen, III West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Tracy Alan Asbury Concord College Health And Physical Education Harold Lee Beaty Marshall University Safety Michael Andrew Brison Marshall University Criminal Justice Jackson Lee Carper, Jr. Marshall University Geography Steven L. Cazad Marshall University Chemistry Magid Joseph Dadgari Queen Elizabeth College Biological Sciences James D. Fields Marshall University Safety Myron Anthony Gebhardt Marshall University Chemistry Audella Jean Greenlee Given West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education 
Virginia Weese Greene Davis and Elkins College Vocational Technical Education Sheila Lynn Hale Marshall University Health and Physical Education Jeffrey Lynn Harmon Indiana University Biological Sciences Monica Lena Sabatelli laquinta West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Diane E. Robinson Lucero West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education Rosemary Goots Markley Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education Janet Grounds Reed West Virginia State College Adult Education Kathryn Lee Sheppard Riffe Concord College Accounting Nancy Wood Riggleman West Virginia Wesleyan College Vocational Technical Education Maureen Elaine Rogerson Wheeling College Biomedical Science Joanne F. Shafer Schwirian Alderson-Broaddus College Vocational Technical Education Pamela Sue Runyon Slater Morehead State University Vocational Technical Education James Edward Smith University of Pennsylvania Biological Sciences Rachel Effolia Smith Marshall University Adult Education Dixie Lee Groves Stacy West Virginia State College Adult Education Roy Steven Thomas Marshall University Safety Stanley Eugene Traylor, II Marshall University Safety Victor Alexander Udeh Marshall University Safety Mary K. Tennant Urso Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Shirley Blake Wentz West Virginia State College Adult Education Master of Business Administration Donald Pack Ashworth Marshall University Business and Commerce Stacy Rae Barley Concord College Business and Commerce Vernon Bell Marshall University Business and Commerce Julia Diane Moyer Coe Radford College Business and Commerce Kimberly Dawn Hammond West Virginia Wesleyan College Business and Commerce Molly Ann Large Morehead State University Business and Commerce Tracy Joseph Lipscomb Marshall University Business and Commerce Jonna Lea Miller West Virginia University Business and Commerce Philip Napier Marshall University Business and Commerce Gregory W. Shrewsberry University of South Carolina Business and Commerce Jack L. Toney Marshall University Business and Commerce Marti Lynn Williams Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Arts 1n Journalism Nancy Ray Adams Maryville College Journalism Janet Louise Ferguson Marshall University Journalism Tina Denise Foster Marshall University Journalism Jacqueline Gail Lane-Akunne University of Charleston Journalism 
Degrees Granted August 21, 1987 Master of Arts Melanie Kay Adkins Marshall University Secondary Education Sandra Marcum Adkins Marshall University Elementary Education Denise R. Akers Marshall University Educational Supervision DeAnna L. Avey Shepherd College Clinical Psychology Marilyn Christine Inman Barnett Marshall University Business Education Janice Johnston Barth Marshall University Special Education Lois Kirshman Berg Shepherd College Sociology Tammy Dawn Bibbee Marshall University Counseling Piera Linda Bortolini Marshall University Clinical Psychology Mark Edward Bowman Marshall University Clinical Psychology Jo Ann Brislin-Slutz Marshall University Clinical Psychology Kimberly Jo Brushart Byrd Marshall University Reading Education Tracy Jo Carter Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Deborah Karen Estep Chandler Ohio University Special Education Yung-Yee Chang Jfnan University History Deborah Sayre Christian Marshall University Special Education Caroline Joyce Culver Alderson-Broaddus College English Tamara Lynn Donnally Marshall University Home Economics Sandra Louise Duncan-Hardin Marshall University Clinical Psychology John Frederick Edwards Marshall University English Ardith Bowman Epperhart Marshall University Educational Administration Noah David Frantz Marshall University Social Studies Gayle J. Fritz University of Wisconsin Communication Arts Mary Frances Gandee Glenville State College Educational Administration William Pierson Hall, III Marshall University Clinical Psychology David Charles Hannon Ohio University Counseling Kevin Patrick Hardin Marshall University Clinical Psychology Denise Ann Harris West Virginia State College Clinical Psychology Sandy Allen Hatcher Pikeville College Elementary Education Diana Marie Roach Hatfield Marshall University Elementary Education Kay Francis Clagg Hicks Marshall University Secondary Education Carlton Wayne Hughes Morehead State University Communication Arts Elizabeth Ann Ray Hughes West Virginia State College Reading Education Kim Renee Hilliard Jahnes Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Joseph William Jarvis West Virginia State College English Libby Ann Adkins Johnson Marshall University Early Childhood Education Jacqueline L. Mills Kacmar Purdue University Speech Pathology and Audiology Glenn Garry Lowe Marshall University English Tammy Renee Lucas Marshall University Special Education Debra Louise McCallister West Virginia State College Educational Administration Angela Elizabeth McCausland West Virginia University Secondary Education Leanne Miranda Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Carolyn S. Moser Dorothy Ellen Stewart Robert Hall Epps Tusculum College Ohio University Marshall University Special Education Elementary Education Health and Physical Education James M. Mulford Cynthia Kay Stiltner Wendell H. Fowler Rio Grande College Ohio University Virginia Polytechnic Institute Communication Arts Special Education Safety Theda Gail Robinette Muth Irene Ray Thomas !dress Mary Smallridge GoodenMarshall University Marshall University Davis and Elkins CollegeSpecial Education Special Education Vocational Technical EducationRegina Eulah Park Jacquelyn Kay Thornburg Ruby Carolyn Jones GraggWest Virginia University Marshall University Glenville State College Elementary Education Educational Administration Vocational Technical Education Sandra Kay Farrar Patterson Virginia Anne B. Todd Robert Kenneth Grumbling, Jr. Marshall University West Virginia University The Pennsylvania State University Clinical Psychology Secondary Education Safety Leah Hobbs Perry Beth A. Graves Tufts William Russell Hardin, Jr. Marshall University Marshall University Cumberland College Special Education Early Childhood Education Safety Rebecca Jude Phillips Linda Hatfield VanMeter Anna Louise Loving Hatcher Marshall University Radford College Concord College Educational Administration Special Education Vocational Technical Education Beth Ann Summers Pitzer Sharon Lynn Waggy Lloyd McGuffin Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Counseling Safety Robin Scites Searls Isabel Rose Walden Barry Glenn Merritt Marshall University University of Charleston Upper Iowa University Elementary Education Geography Health and Physical Education Annette Marie Smith Florence Kathryn Washburn Antonia N. Mira Marshall University Ohio University Concord College Biological Sciences Special Education Vocational Technical Education Janet Sue Smith Brenda L. Williamson Albert I. Moore Marshall University Wayne State University Marshall University English Counseling Criminal Justice Reva Christine Smith Terri Howard Wise Siegfried P. Nagele Marshall University Marshall University Alderson-Broaddus College Elementary Education Elementary Education Health and Physical Education Jeffrey S. Speiden Sammye Cox Wooden Rex Otto Nelson Marshall University University of Mississippi West Virginia University Clinical Psychology Special Education Health and Physical Education Susan M. Stanley Kevin Gerald Prichard Alderson-Broaddus College Master of Science Marshall University Art Vocational Technical Education Jacqueline Canterbury Starr Nola Haney Browning Robert Charles Stanley Pikeville College Concord College George Williams College Elementary Education Vocational Technical Education Criminal Justice 
Daniel Glenn Todd 
Alma College Biomedical Science 
Edward Alan T umer 
Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Willard Dale Zirkle 
Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Jamelia Ann Dickenson Marshall University Business and Commerce Brenda Gail Henderson Waugh Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted July 17, 1987 Master of Arts 
Charles Wallace Adkins 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Joseph· Allen Altizer 
Marshall University Political Science 
Terry Ross Ashworth 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Cynthia Steele Barker 
Marshall University Special Education 
Robert William Bondurant 
Davis and Elkins College Counseling 
M. Susan Bonifer-Dorman
Franklin CollegeSpeech
Linda Kay Billups Boshell 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Patricia Ann Brewer 
Rio Grande College Special Education 
Joy E. Bradley Chittum 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Robert Daniel Cleek 
Marshall University Special Education Daniel Earnest Cornell Marshall University Educational Administration Charles Finley Cotton, Jr. Marshall University Geography Darlene Michelle Cox Marshall University Elementary Education Lisa Barbee Diamond Marshall University Elementary Education Diana Lynn Barss Dingess Marshall University Elementary Education Kimberly Chapman Edwards Marshall University Educational Supervision Mary Evelyn Eves Marshall University Elementary Education Nancy Shadley Gamer Ohio Northern University Elementary Education Denise Cathine Nelson Hall Marshall University Elementary Education Kimberly Gale Clark Hall Georgetown College Special Education John Thomas Whitener Marshall University Business and Commerce Noble Harper Pikeville College Educational Administration Cecilia Lynn Hatfield Marshall University Elementary Education Loretta Burrows Hayes Marshall University Secondary Education Jane Evelyn Hellems Concord College Special Education Matthew Louis Johnson Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Cheryl Lynn Jordan Marshall University Early Childhood Education John Robert Kopf West Liberty State College History Jennifer Lynn Kuhn Morehead State University Elementary Education Paul Alan Martin Marshall University English Deborah Wickham Moore Marshall University Special Education 
Elizabeth Burcham Nibert Lee Douglas Coker, Jr. Robert Earl Stout Marshall University Auburn University California State University Educational Administration Safety Safety Mary Beth Arnett Proctor Debra Kay Farley Richard Davis Tredway Marshall University Concord College West Virginia University Elementary Education Health and Physical Education Safety Cynthia Goodnight Putney Joan Elizabeth Fruth Gary A. Wick Glenville State College Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Health and Physical Education Safety Mark Steven Rapp Jay E. Giffin Master of Business Marshall University University of Pittsburgh Special Education Safety Administration Theresa Catherine Salvatore Mary Rosetta Harris Randy Scott Fox Marshall University West Virginia State College Special Education Criminal Justice Bob Jones University Business and Commerce Marsha Jeannine Smith Kara Ann Kam Herron Robert Joseph May 1!1 Marshall University University of Charleston Secondary Education Health and Physical Education West Virginia University Business and Commerce Jeffrey Alan Whitt Malinda Kay Hilemn Wake Forest University Marshall University Master of Arts . Special Education Vocational Technical Education 1n Journalism Tamara Lynn Wysong Phyllis Pauley Howard Marshall University Marshall University Nancy Jo Howerton English Vocational Technical Education Marshall University Kelvin Lynn McCollum Journalism Master of Science Berea College Health and Physical Education Master of Education Teresa A. Hall Clark Concord College James Ivan Meredith, Jr. Carol S. Flouhouse Safety Georgia Institute of Technology Fitchburg State College Safety Education Victor Steven Cohen State University of New York at Sarah Harshbarger Noble Buffalo Alderson-Broaddus College Physical Science Adult Education 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Lester R. Bryant, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 14, 1988 Doctor of Medicine Gregory D. Akers Marshall University Joseph Phillip Assaley West Virginia University Lisa Ann Atkinson West Virginia University Michael Wayne Bosserman Ohio University Richard Edward Cain West Virginia University Ignacio Cardenas West Virginia University Mitch Charles University of Kentucky Craig Anthony Clark Marshall University Carolyn Ann Cline Stephens College Gregory Allen Elkins West Virginia University Carlotta Kay Ray Evans West Virginia Institute of Technology Michael Jerome Heise Wheeling College B. Rolf Hissom, Jr.Olivet Nazarene CollegeJanice Butcher Huckaby Shepherd College Michael Kenneth Hurst West Virginia University Janet A. Jenkins West Virginia University Jeffrey Emerson Jones Marshall University David Clyde Jude Marshall University Allison Lee Kinder Marshall University James Douglas Kirk, II University of Kentucky Donald G. Klinestiver, Jr. West Virginia University Joan Anne Lynch West Virginia University Sally Brooks Manw Ohio Northern University Jeffrey D. Maynard Marshall University James Carden McCabe Washington and Lee University James M. Mears Marshall University James Monroe Hanly Morgan, III Davidson College Bradley Allen Nine West Virginia University Ben Jackson O'Dell Marshall University James Franklin O'Neal West Virginia University Cheryl Bocook Pippin Marshall University James Gregory Rosencrance West Virginia University Gary Dean Ross Marshall University Mitsuko Perry Shannon Marshall University Marsha Carol Slaughter Marshall University Mary Catherine Slusher-Clements Bridgewater College Gregory Lee Spears Marshall University Suzanne Ines Starkey West Virginia State College Sheryl Lynne Stephens University of Kentucky Melody Ann Swavely Marshall University Katrina Marie Timson Marshall University Brian Donnelly Williams University of Kentucky 
Degree Conferred December 18, 1987 Doctor of Medicine 
Yaacov Rabi Pushkin 
West Virginia University 
�I 
West Virginia University -- Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program 
• Candidate for Degree May 14, 1988 Doctor of Philosophy Zarrintaj Aliabadi University of Tehran Bio,Medical Science Degrees Conferred August 21, 1987 Doctor of Education Edgar W. Miller Marshall University Educational l\dministration Pat Joe White Marshall University Educational l\dministration 
Doctoral Dissertations May 1988 
Zarrintaj Aliabadi 
Dr. John W. Foster, Chair ''Oxygen Regulated Gene Expression inSalmonella Typhimurium" 
Masters Theses May 1988 
George Allen Chappell 
Physical Science 
Dr. Richard B. Bonnett "Identification and Correlation of the Fluvial Terraces in the Ohio River Valley Near Proctorville, Ohio and Cox's Landing, West Virginia" 
Carolyn Kubilis Culp 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Thomas Weaks "Periphyton Community Structure Along Thermal Gradients in Beech Fork Lake" 
Adriana Dorst 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Bryan Larson "Effects of Thermal Injury and Wound Colonization on Serum Interleukin-Run Activity in Rats" 
Amy Casdorph Kokesh 
Biological Sciences 
Dan K. Evans "The Bog Forest Community at Cran­berry Glades, West Virginia" 
Karen Scapple-Williams 
Political Science 
Dr. Clair Matz "Nicaragua v. United States: The American Reaction and an Ecosystemic Alternative" August 1987 Edgar W. Miller Dr. Robert B. Hayes, Chair "The Effect of Educational Debt on Personal, Vocational, and Consumer Concerns'' Pat Joe White Dr. Ermel Stepp, Chair "Assessing the Acceptability of Staff Evaluation Purposes and Performance Standards for the Assurance of the Quality of Education in West Virginia'' December 1987 Steven L. Cazad Chemistry Dr. Manoj R. Chakrabarty "A Study of the Plasma Free Fatty Acids Concentrations in the Blood of Obese Children" Joseph Magid Dadgari Biological Sciences Dr. E. Bowie Kahle "Adaptive Response of Enzymes of Carbohydrate and Upid Metabolism to Exercise Training in the Genetically Obese LAIN-CP Rat" Myron Gebhardt Chemistry Dr. James E. Douglass "Scope and Umitation of 2-Substitution of Quinoline N-Oxide with Selected Sulfones" Sheila Lynn Hale Health and Physical Education Dr. C. Robert Barnett "Concentric and Eccentric Normative Trunk Strength Data Using the KineticCommunicator'' Jeffrey L. Harmon Biological Sciences Dr. James E. Joy "Density, Length Frequency Distribu- tion, Growth Rate, and Condition of the Freshwater Mussel, Anodonta Imbecillis Say 1829, in Six Ponds at the Clifton F. McClintic Public Hunting and Fishing Area, Mason County, West Virginia" James E. Smith Biological Sciences Dr. Ralph W. Taylor "Comparisons of Water, Sediment, and Biological Analyses as Indicators of Selected Metal Pollution in the Kanawha River, West Virginia" August 1987 Edward Alan Turner Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter ''The Influence of Oil Field Brine Upon Macroinvertebrate Community Struc­ture in Three Headwater Streams of the Pocatalico River" July 1987 Jay E. Giffin Safety Dr. Ronald J. Hawley "Process Risk Analysis" 


